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Persian Chic Fashion Show
The Edinburgh Iranian Festival team welcomes you to the Persian Chic fashion show. This is
the first time fashion has formed part of our festival line-up, and we are delighted at the
calibre and variety of the work on show today. We hope you will be dazzled by the fabrics
and the forms, but we also wanted to let you in on some of the thinking behind the event, and
the story of how it came about.
Our inspiration was first sparked back in 2013, when the National Museum of Scotland
hosted a traditional Iranian “Azadi” dance performance, as part of that year’s Edinburgh
Iranian Festival. This dance performance was inspired by the museum’s collection of ancient
Persian tiles, with the movements of the dancers mirroring the fluid, organic forms painted
on the tiles. Struck by the beauty of the performance and the fantastic response from the
public, we started thinking about how to use the existing collections of the museum as a
source of inspiration – and as a means of reflecting forms of Iranian art that are mostly
unknown in the West. In collaboration with the museum’s experts and the University of
Edinburgh, we initially considered the potential recreation of ancient Persian garments. This
then evolved into the fashion event we are presenting today.
When travelling to Iran over recent years, the remarkable changes in the way women are
dressed is notable. The use of vibrant colours, rich textile designs and the combination of
tradition and modernity all reflect a new movement in Iranian fashion.
After a year of hard work by an incredibly dedicated team, we are delighted to present the
collections you see today – all produced exclusively for the Edinburgh Iranian Festival. The
designs explore and celebrate different time periods, styles and perceptions of Iran.
Naghmeh takes us on a journey through time with “a hand dressed in the colours of history”
to discover her roots. Kourosh’s collection explores the significance of Termeh, a precious
type of handwoven cloth, as part of a family's heirloom - passed over from one generation to
the next as a prized possession. Zarir collects the renowned fabrics of various regions in Iran
to produce a unique collection portraying the spectacular contrast of dressmaking techniques
ranging from the North to the South of the country. Diba demonstrates the use of fabrics as a
painted canvas, to connect us to the rose gardens of Turkmen scarves, widely used in the
Caspian Sea region of Iran. Our jewellery designers responded to the theme of this fashion
show by mastering the use of gems, stones, metals and sculptures. Nazanin’s jewellery is
known for its fluid, sensational, and emotional design, while Farish’s jewellery has been
dubbed miniature sculpture. Finally Jessica, our British designer, creates colour, patterns and
textures on metal through the technique of enamelling, inspired by Iranian tribal jewellery.
Persian Chic has been made possible by the hard work and enthusiasm of the seven designers
selected for this fashion show, ALANGOO.com and the generous support of the British
Council Iran.
We hope you enjoy the show.
Farnaz Mohsenpour & Sara Kheradmand
Edinburgh Iranian Festival
Registered Charity No. SC044795

Naghmeh Kiumarsi
As a post-modern designer, Naghmeh combines elements of tradition
with modern arrangements and textures to deliver a fresh definition of
Iranian women's style. “Fade in time” is the name of her new collection,
reflecting a journey through the history of Iran in search of her roots:
“Beyond the bygone days, in a place where nothing is left in your heart
other than the traces of yearning, you flip through the pages of your
memory in the hope of finding yourself in the midst of those days long
gone.
There comes the sudden realization- all the tantalizing fluctuations in this crazy metamorphosed world,
is naught but perplexed chaos, envying the nostalgia of the yester time.
Look! What roots you is a longing for what you left behind, in the much leafed pages of the old calendar,
on the dusty mantelpiece of your life. And now! A hand dressed in the colors of history seeks to dress
you in sync with your origins, to remind you that nothing is more enduring than the color of your
history…”

Available for purchase at: https://www.alangoo.com/Naghmeh-EdinburghIranianFestival

Zarir
Textile engineering graduates, Rana and Ghazal, established the
“Zarir” brand, utilizing their knowledge of textile engineering, their
familiarity with fabrics and dyes, and their flair with various methods
of dyeing, printing and finishing.
In their exclusive collection for the Edinburgh Iranian Festival, they
have used precious fabrics such as Termeh, silk, Patehduzi, Qalamkar,
and gold and silver threads from different regions of Iran. Their fabrics
originate from Tabriz, Isfahan, Yazd, Kerman, Tehran and the Caspian
Sea region.

Available for purchase at: https://www.alangoo.com/Zarir-EdinburghIranianFestival

Kourosh Gharbi
Inspired by the 17th Century Qajar Dynasty and European dresses,
Kourosh was influenced by the shapes and styles of these outfits to create
classy reinterpretations with his distinctive design style. Kourosh says: “I
travelled Iran to meticulously explore the right type, quality, standard and
especially colour of the termeh fabric that will complement the collection
idea itself.
Termeh is well-known to us (Iranians) but the origin and the value of it is
not recognized by the new generation and the world. The designs I created
complements the quality of the termeh I’ve chosen.” One reason Termeh is
still valuable is that the designs adopted and incorporated in almost all
Termeh are meaningful. For example, the bush design in Termeh (like
Paisley) is the symbol of the cedar tree that is bowing to the God. In
modern day Iran, Termeh are often a prized possession used in Iranian
weddings.

Available for purchase at: https://www.alangoo.com/Kourosh-EdinburghIranianFestival

Diba Mehrabi
After studying textiles, Diba decided to use costumes as canvas:
a gallery that can move around and be seen by more viewers
than the minority who visit galleries. One of the Iranian cultural
elements which has inspired the “Wild blossom” collection is the
Turkmen scarf. This element has gone through a cultural and
historical journey and has been adopted by several neighboring
countries such as Russia, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan. Her
style has also been inspired by 17th century Scottish dresses and
Celtic design. Each garment consists of several layers and a
variety of materials, with some bearing unique hand-painted
designs and needle work. Photo credit © Faryar Firouzi

Available for purchase at: https://www.alangoo.com/Diba-EdinburghIranianFestival

Nazanin Alaeinia
Taking great pride in her Persian heritage, Nazanin’s art
and jewellery collection directly reflect the richness
Persian culture and magnificence of Persian poetry. But
perhaps the signature of her work is the way she
manages to use different elements such as written poetry,
to capture emotions and feelings. She presents her
audience with unique pieces of artwork that each tell the
story of passion and a sense of beauty.
Nazanin says: "Poetry is love, hate, passion, and most of
all it is a sense of beauty. I like my artwork to imitate a
beautiful piece of poetry.”

Available for purchase at: https://www.alangoo.com/NazzGallery-EdinburghIranianFestival

Farish Alborzkouh
Farish was the student of the master sculptor Parviz Tanavoli for
twelve years. Her jewellery designs are famous as “wearable
sculptures”. She is fascinated by the meaning behind the small
sculptures which can be carried around easily and the way they are
perceived in the eyes of the beholders. Farish primarily makes her
sculptures using bronze and leather, as well as silver and mixed
media collage.
“It is interesting how my sculptures are received in the eyes of the
beholders when seen worn by a variety of people.” says Farish.
“Looking for a topic to join a conversation and divulge your
opinion. Hmmm… So, what’s new?! Have you read the papers
today? Which one is really telling the truth?”

Available for purchase at: https://www.alangoo.com/Farish-EdinburghIranianFestival

Jessica Howarth
Jessica is an Edinburgh-based artist. She creates colourful
pieces of jewellery and small sculptural objects, often inspired
by far-away countries she has travelled to or is inspired by.
Jessica is drawn to countries with a rich history of tribal and
social meaning behind their art and craft practices.

Jessica creates colour, patterns and textures on metal through
the technique of enamelling. Enamelling is a result of fusing
pigments of glass onto metal in a kiln.

Available for purchase at: https://www.alangoo.com/Jessica-EdinburghIranianFestival

The Edinburgh Iranian Festival team would like to thank ALANGOO.com for their
collaboration. ALANGOO.com supports indie/underground artisans and designers who
hand-make or independently design jewelry, accessories and clothing by giving them
online and offline platforms to showcase and sell their work on a global scale, reaching
even larger audiences who might not be able to ordinarily discover their work.
In meeting the mission of the platform, ALANGOO would like to place emphasis on
presenting the work of those Iranian underground designers who have limited exposure to
Western audiences and provide them with a voice. ALANGOO.com buyers, not only are
purchasing unique designs, but also are supporting a movement by wearing products that
make a statement.

Simultaneously, all attendees of the Fashion Show, as well as all of you across the globe
will have the opportunity to purchase the pieces presented straight
from ALANGOO.com using PayPal or a credit card while reading about the designs and
learning more about the designers via their profiles on ALANGOO.com. All links will be
live from Feb 6th, the opening day of the Edinburgh Iranian Festival 2015.

All items are available for purchase at
www.ALANGOO.com

